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As we wrap up October we continue to learn how to navigate the parameters 
associated with our current worldwide situation.  Here at Stoneybrook we have been 
excited to offer a few extra activities for our students.  The spirit of Hallowe’en was 
definitely thriving on October 30th at Stoneybrook as a sea of Black and Orange 
cascaded across the school! It was a celebration to ‘SCARE’ Away Hunger for those 
less fortunate in our London Community. Our students came together to donate more 
non-perishable items than ever before to help our local food bank. We are so proud 
of our caring Sharks!     

We have been waiting patiently to add two new “touchless” water filling stations here at 
Stoneybrook.    Thank you to school council for making this a reality for us.  Our new 
stations bring our total to four.   Don’t forget to send a water bottle with your child to 
utilize our new systems. 

We are very happy to announce that Stoneybrook will be participating in Shark Spirit 
Wear! Please watch for information that will come out electronically soon regarding 
the online sale process of these items. 

We have been very fortunate this year to offer a modified cross country season.  We have 
a group of 59 dedicated runners who have been showing up for practices and completing 
a timed run weekly.  Each week the results are entered online and the top results can be 
found on Twitter @TVDSBsports.  Special thanks to our coaches Mrs. Brosnan, Mr. 
Rochford, Mrs. Suhanji, Mrs. Kindree, Mrs. Allegretti and Mrs. Murray.   Our season 
continues until Nov. 6.  We are so proud of all of the students for working so hard! 

We are excited to launch a website that focuses on the mental well-being of our students.   

This site features calming resources and links to activities that can help keep students 

keep active at home, as well as information about some outside services.  Thank you to 

Mrs. Kindree, our LST, for creating and maintaining this useful, practical page that can 

benefit all of our students and their families.  Click here to access it! 

On November 13th, our Elementary Progress Reports will be coming home with students. Our Progress 

Reports are intended to provide a snapshot of your student’s development in the areas of learning skills 

and work habits during the first part of the school year. A student’s progress in working toward the 

curriculum expectations in all subjects is also communicated. Please review your child’s report, sign and 

return the envelope to your child’s teacher. In the past there would have been a Professional 

Development Day attached to these reports, however, this year there will be no P.D. day scheduled.  

Please make sure that you are connecting with your child’s teachers if you have any questions regarding 

their reports. 

Please see the updated Covid Screening Tool that is available for you to utilize when your child is not 

feeling well. https://mlhu-qpfuc6j.netdna-ssl.com/uploads/covid-19-decision-tool-for-parents-caregivers.pdf 

 

https://sites.google.com/gotvdsb.ca/stoneybrooksharks/home
https://mlhu-qpfuc6j.netdna-ssl.com/uploads/covid-19-decision-tool-for-parents-caregivers.pdf


Lest We Forget 

While we will not be gathering in our gym this year to have our usual Remembrance Day Service on Nov. 

11, we will still be taking a moment to reflect and pause.  Mrs. Lewis is working to prepare a presentation 

with the support of some students and staff.  We will view this digital service in classes as we honour all 

of those that fought and died in the line of duty to keep us free.                           .   

 

 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 
We are pleased to introduce the 2020/2021 SPSC Executive: 
 
Chair                                                Michelle Bacon 
Secretary                                        Alex Ward 
Treasurer                                        Rebecca Hummel 
Parent Representatives               Amanda Banas 

Simone Bonello 
Felicia Hampson 
Michael Lobodzinski 
Viola Montgomery 
Lindsay Neale 
Rachel Peaker 
Allyson Watson 

Communications                           Xin Zhou 
 
Thank you to all members of our Stoneybrook community who support the SPSC – your participation and contributions is 
greatly appreciated! 
 
Please join us for our second virtual meeting this Monday, November 2nd from 7:00 – 8:30. Please 
email chair@stoneybrookpsc.ca to receive meeting information. Throughout the school year, be sure to visit our SPSC 
website at www.stoneybrookpsc.ca for information and resources. 
 
Attention all families new to Stoneybrook PS - If you have not yet registered to receive emails and school reminders via the 
SPSC Hub, please sign up at https://stoneybrook.hotlunches.net. 
 

 
Have a Spooktacular Halloween! 
 

 

 

  

mailto:chair@stoneybrookpsc.ca
https://stoneybrook.hotlunches.net/
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Addition Strategies that Make Sense 

"The ability to compose and decompose numbers is an 
important aspect of number sense that contributes 
significantly to children’s success in arithmetic, 
particularly addition and subtraction."        ~ Cathy 
Bruce (2013) 

How would you solve 46 + 38?  Many of us would stack the 
two numbers and add them the way we were taught. Our 
curriculum requires teachers to develop methods with our 
students that are grounded in understanding.  With this in 
mind, let’s look at the meanings of addition and strategies built 
on understanding.   

Meanings of Addition 

Although addition always relates to the combining of things, 
there are two situations to consider: one is active and one is 
static. 

a) An active addition situation: 
“Kara had 5 pencils. Her mom gave her 6 more pencils. How 
many pencils does she have altogether?” 
 
b)  A static addition situation (no action takes place): “Kara 
has some pencils in her pencil case. 7 are blue and 6 are red 
and 3 are yellow. How many pencils does she have? 

 
Students often find it easier to first consider active situations, 
where joining actually occurs, and later more static situations, 
where a whole is made up of two or more  parts that are 
already joined.  
 

What strategies help with addition? 
All strategies are based on breaking apart numbers and adding 
in parts. 

46 + 38 

Splitting: This strategy splits (decomposes) and joins 

(composes) numbers in ways that make computation easier.  It 

ensures that students are thinking about the value of the 

numbers. 

 

 

 

 

Jumping: This strategy involves sequential “jumps” on an 

open number line, by or to numbers that make the operation 

easier.  The use of a number line allows students to maintain 

their sense of quantity as they add numbers together, and is 

less prone to computational errors. Two different jumping 

strategies are shown below. The first example shows three 

jumps of 10, then a jump of 4 to get to 80, then 4 more. The 

second example shows a jump of 4 to get to 50, then a jump of 

34 more. 

46 + 38 

 

Compensating: Sometimes it may be more helpful to add too 

much and then subtract the extra.  In this case, the student 

adds 40 to 46 to get 86, and then subtracts 2 to get 84. 

46 + 38 

 

With practise, students will learn to operate flexibly with 
numbers, choosing from meaningful strategies. We 
encourage you to try some of these strategies at home 
with your child.  

Home Connections in 

Mathematics  

  46 = 40 
+ 6 

+38 = 30 
+ 8 

  70 
+ 14 = 84 


